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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

Nuclei/Cell Detection in Microscopic Skeletal Muscle Fiber Images and
Histopathological Brain Tumor Images Using Sparse Optimizations
Nuclei/Cell detection is usually a prerequisite procedure in many computer-aided
biomedical image analysis tasks. In this thesis we propose two automatic nuclei/cell
detection frameworks. One is for nuclei detection in skeletal muscle fiber images and
the other is for brain tumor histopathological images.
For skeletal muscle fiber images, the major challenges include: i) shape and size
variations of the nuclei, ii) overlapping nuclear clumps, and iii) a series of z-stack
images with out-of-focus regions. We propose a novel automatic detection algorithm
consisting of the following components: 1) The original z-stack images are first converted into one all-in-focus image. 2) A sufficient number of hypothetical ellipses
are then generated for each nuclei contour. 3) Next, a set of representative training
samples and discriminative features are selected by a two-stage sparse model. 4) A
classifier is trained using the refined training data. 5) Final nuclei detection is obtained by mean-shift clustering based on inner distance. The proposed method was
tested on a set of images containing over 1500 nuclei. The results outperform the
current state-of-the-art approaches.
For brain tumor histopathological images, the major challenges are to handle significant variations in cell appearance and to split touching cells. The proposed novel
automatic cell detection consists of: 1) Sparse reconstruction for splitting touching
cells. 2) Adaptive dictionary learning for handling cell appearance variations. The
proposed method was extensively tested on a data set with over 2000 cells. The result
outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms with F1 score = 0.96.
KEYWORDS: Nuclei/Cell Detection, Sparse Representation, Trivial Templates, Microscopic Images
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Chapter 1 Automatic Myonuclear Detection in Isolated Single Muscle
Fibers

1.1

Introduction

Cell and organelle counting are fundamental measures in biological research. In the
field of muscle biology, the number of nuclei is of particular interest given that muscle
is organized as multinucleated myofibers, with each nucleus supporting a domain of
cytoplasm. The ratio of myonuclei to cytoplasmic volume of the myofiber is termed
the myonuclear domain. Contrary to dogma, recent evidence shows that the myonuclear domain is very flexible, changing during muscle growth, atrophy, and regeneration [5, 6]. The addition and subtraction of myonuclei to the existing myofiber
presumably is the basis of skeletal muscle hypertrophy and atrophy. For example, myonuclei accretion usually increases during muscle hypertrophy, presumably through
the fusion of muscle stem cells contributing myonuclei to the existing myofiber. Thus,
accurate and efficient quantification of the number of myonuclei per fiber relative to
fiber size, is an important factor to evaluate muscle adaptation, as well as its pathological conditions. Currently, manual counting is extremely time consuming and labor
intensive. Computer assisted microscopic image analysis tools are better alternatives
compared with manual quantifications with respect to efficiency.
There are many existing approaches for automatic cell or nuclear counting. The
distance transform based method is commonly used to detect seeds in clustered objects. However, it does not work well for the tightly clustered or overlapping objects
in which false positive error becomes non-negligible. Some algorithm improved the
distance transform method by combining geometric and intensity information to provide more accurate detection [7, 8]. An algorithm [9] was proposed to filter out the
false seeds by minimizing the false detections based on mutual proximity.
Watershed-based segmentation is a widely used method for splitting touching cells
[10]. However, it suffers from over-segmentation. Various merging mechanisms based
on hierarchical tree searching algorithm [11], anatomic characteristics of nuclei analysis [12], and topology dependence constraints [13] have been proposed. A cell segmentation algorithm using watershed-based cell splitting with photometric and shape
information was proposed in [14]. A general segmentation framework for fluorescent
images was proposed in [15]. The algorithm utilized both the image appearance information from both DNA and Actin channels. The inter-cellular interactions and
the gradient information inside the cells were formulated as an energy functional, and
minimized by a multiphase level set propagation. Watershed algorithms incorporating markers indicating object prior information were investigated in [16, 17, 18]. In
[19], cell markers (used for marker controlled watershed) were detected by localizing the centers of the gravities in the cell clumps using kernel-based iterative radial
voting. Jung et al. [20] developed a modified watershed algorithm using H-minima
transform that integrates the shape information of nuclei. The H-value is derived by
evaluating a shape distortion function to measure the fitting accuracy between the
ellipse and nuclear contour. In [21], an adaptive H-minima transform is proposed
to detect cell markers (seeds) within a connected component obtained from inner
distance transform.
Object detection and segmentation can also be formulated into a graph cut problem [22], where pixels are modeled as the nodes. A graph cut segmentation algorithm
minimizing an energy function was proposed in [23]. In [24], seed detections are implemented by dissecting the weighted graph using normalized cuts [25]. Some other
graph based methods can be found in [18, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32].
1

Figure 1.1: An all-in-focus image is synthesized from z-stack images.
A ridge detection based muscle fiber segmentation algorithm was proposed in [33].
Radial voting based methods [2, 34, 3] were proposed to locate the center of cells with
a major assumption on round shaped cells, which does not hold in our case because
myonuclei in muscle fibers contain both elongated ellipses and round circles. When
voting based methods [33, 2, 34, 3] are applied to the cells with elliptical shapes, they
tend to create false positive detections. Nuclei detection and segmentation methods
based on Laplacian-of-Gaussion (LoG) with adaptive scale selection were reported in
[1, 35]. Similarly, their method works better for touching cells with round shapes.
Concave point detection based algorithm are proposed in [18, 36], however, it is often
difficult to find a general rule for shape decomposition. Gradient vector diffusion [37]
is proposed to detect blob-like objects in microscopic zebrafish images. The method
is robust to noise, and can achieve accurate and consistent performance.
In this chapter, we have developed a novel algorithm for automatic myonuclear
detection in isolated fixed skeletal muscle fibers stained with DAPI to visualize nuclei.
The original z-stack images are presented in the left of Fig. 1.1. It can be observed
that there exist the following challenges: 1) The myonuclei tend to exhibit a variety of
circularity ratios, ranging from elongated ellipses to round circles. The round shape
assumption therefore does not hold. 2) Some myonuclei have inhomogeneous staining intensities due to DAPI intercalating preferentially into heterochromatin, which
creates some bright spots irregularly distributed in the myonuclei. This inhomogeneity tends to fail many current segmentation algorithms that require homogeneous
intensity distribution of the object.
In this chapter, we have proposed an algorithm that can handle all these challenges. The contributions of this chapter are:
• A novel robust ellipse fitting based on heteroscedastic error-in-variables (HEIV)
regression algorithm is applied to generate a sufficient number of ellipse fitting
hypotheses based on the concave points and contour segments.
• A novel two stage sparse optimization model is proposed for robust sample and
feature selection.
• A modified mean-shift clustering algorithm based on geometric inner-distance
is used to merge the seeds and generate the final myonuclear detection results.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The myonuclear detection algorithm is explained in detail in Section 2. The experimental results are described in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the chapter.
1.2

Method

Our algorithm consists of four steps: preprocessing, robust ellipse fitting, and refinement, and mean-shift clustering based on geodesic inner distance. The algorithm
2
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Figure 1.2: An overview of the proposed algorithm.
flowchart is shown in Figure 2.1. In the preprocessing step, a multifocus image fusion
technique is applied to derive an all-in-focus image from the original z-stack images,
as shown in Fig. 1.1. Because there exist touching myonuclei, a concave point detection method is used to detect the concave points after thresholding using Otsu’s
method [38], contour extraction and smoothing. A sufficient number of hypotheses of potential fitting ellipses are calculated with heteroscedastic error-in-variable
(HEIV) regression. In the ellipse refinement stage, two stage sparse optimization is
applied to find the representative training samples and discriminative cellular features. Based on these selected sparse samples and their corresponding representative
features, a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is trained to identify the best ellipse that represents the myonuclei. Finally, a mean-shift clustering algorithm based
on geodesic inner distance is used to merge multiple ellipse candidates to produce the
final myonuclei detection results.
Preprocessing
Multifocus Image Fusion
In z-stack imaging, the microscope collects lights from both the in-focus plane and
the out-of-focus planes. Therefore, each image consists of in-focus objects as well as
out-of-focus objects. Motivated by [39], we have proposed a modified image fusion
algorithm to compose a smooth multifocus image from the whole z-stack images. Let
i = 1, 2, · · · , N denote the z-stack images, the magnitude of gradients of each image
is calculated as
q
2
(x, y) + IY2 (i) (x, y),
(1.1)
Mi (x, y) = IX(i)

2
where IX(i)
(x, y) and IY2 (i) (x, y) are the horizontal and vertical gradients of the image
i, respectively. Different from [39] which picks the pixel Ii (x, y) = argmaxi Mi (x, y)
as the synthesized image intensity Is (x, y), a linear combination of all the pixel values
in the z-stack is used to calculate Ii (x, y)

Mi (x, y)k
gi (x, y) = PN
, k = 3,
k
M
(x,
y)
i
i=1
Is (x, y) =

N
X

gi (x, y)Ii (x, y).

i=1

3

(1.2)

(1.3)

a

c
a

a'

b
c'

b
b'

g

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: (a) Original contour. (b) Concave point detection and refinement.

Our image fusion algorithm can provide the final composed image with smooth boundaries, which greatly increase the robustness of the subsequence automatic detection
procedure.
Contour Smoothing and Concave Point Detection
Let Isc (x, y) represent the binary image containing the contours of the objects in the
synthesized image Is (x, y). Before applying the concave point detection algorithm to
Isc (x, y), a contour smoothing algorithm [40] is applied to increase the robustness for
concave point detection. The contour of each connected component is represented
by Freeman chain code with eight directions, elliptical Fourier transform [41] is then
applied to smooth the contour by keeping the first m (m = 20 in our case) Fourier
coefficients.
A concave point detection algorithm [18] is applied to each point of the contour.
As shown in Fig. 1.3(b), some false concave points need to be removed. We first
calculate an angle for each concave point using
α = arg cos

a2 + b2 − c2
.
2ab

(1.4)

As shown in (Fig. 1.3(b)), the concave point with α < 165◦ and the midpoint of c
outside the contour is kept as candidate. The concave point with angle γ is removed
because γ > 165◦ . The concave point with angle β is removed because the midpoint
of edge c′ is inside the contour. The contour point with angel α is kept as the true
concave points.
Ellipse Fitting and Refinement
Ellipse Fitting Using Heteroscedastic Errors-in-variables (HEIV) Regression
Heteroscedastic errors-in-variables (HEIV) regression is used to generate the robust
fitting ellipses. Compared with some other traditional methods, HEIV has a weaker
dependence on initialization and a faster convergence. Direct least-squares (DLS)
method [42] is biased when the input data points are a short low-curvature segment of a whole ellipse as shown in Figure 1.4. Geometric distance minimized with
Levernberg-Marquardt (LM) [43] is sensitive to the initialization, and the initial value
could be biased if it is obtained by DLS method [44]. We also include fitting result
4
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Figure 1.4: A demonstration of various ellipse fitting results.
of Taubin’s method [45] in Figure 1.4 for comparison purpose. In our algorithm, an
ellipse is modeled by its linear form
ϕ(xio , α, θ) = α + z(xio )T θ = 0,

(1.5)

where α and the five dimensional vector θ are the ellipse parameters, xio is the
noise-free data, and
z(xio ) = [x1io x2io x1io x2io x21io x22io ],

(1.6)

where z(xio ) is used to represent the five dimensional carrier dependent on the data.
The true data is corrupted by additive noise
xi = xio + δi ,

δi ∼ GI(0, σ 2 C xi ),

(1.7)

where GI(µ, C) represents Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance C. Because the noise corrupting the true data xio appears in the carrier vector, the carriers
are not independent from each other. HEIV fitting algorithm employs the errorsin-variables (EIV) model, and apply the HEIV algorithm to iteratively compute the
maximum likelihood estimators in the linear model by solving
[α̂, θ̂, x̂i ] = arg min

α,θ,xio

n
X

(xi − xio )T Cx−i (xi − xio ),

(1.8)

i=1

subject to constraint (1.5) and
4θ4 θ5 − θ32 = 1.

(1.9)

The HEIV algorithm exploits the dependency between α and θ, and iteratively computes the solution by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem
S(θ̂)θ̂ = λC(θ̂)θ̂,
5

(1.10)

(a)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 1.5: Robust ellipse fitting using HEIV regression.
where S(θ̂) and C(θ̂) are weighted scatter matrix and weighted covariance matrix,
respectively. In each iteration a new estimate θ̂ is calculated by finding the eigenvector
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue, and a new α̂ is computed from θ̂. The new
parameter estimators are used to update the new estimates of the true data x̂i , the
noise variance σ̂ 2 , and the moments of the carrier noise µzi and C zi . The iteration
stops when the smallest eigenvalue approaches 1. This algorithm works well for both
homoscedastic and heteroscedastic noises. The estimators obtained are unbiased.
The proof of its unbiasedness can be found in [46].
In order to segment the touching myonuclei, robust ellipse fitting based on HEIV
regression model is performed on the contour pixels. Assume there are c concave
points for a contour, the original object contour is intersected by the concave points
into c segments. We fit candidate ellipses
using the different combinations of the

contour segments. Thus, there are kc segment combinations if we choose k segments
to fit one ellipse. We empirically set k = {1, 2, 3} to make sure that a sufficient
number of ellipses using HEIV regression are generated as input during the subsequent
refinement procedure. One robust ellipse fitting example using HEIV regression model
is shown in Fig. 1.5. Three concave points are marked with 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 1.5(a).
7 candidate ellipses are fitted using the combinations of the 3 contour segments (Fig.
1.5(b)-(e)).
Ellipse Feature Extraction
Given the ellipse fitting result calculated from Section 1.2, the next step is to generate
representative image features. The following geometric features, summarized in Table
I, are defined as:
Set 1: The most intuitive geometric feature to evaluate the accuracy of ellipse fitting
is to measure whether or not the fitting ellipse matches with the boundaries of myonuclei. A set of morphological ratios are defined for this measurement. Given the
fitting ellipse and the contour of the myonuclei, the overlapping ratios are calculated
o
based on the overlapping areas of the fitting ellipse and the contour. Let raoc = A
Ac
o
, where Ao denotes the overlapping area, and Ac and Ae denote the
and raoe = A
Ae
areas of the contour of myonuclei and fitting ellipse, respectively. In addition, the
o
ratio roace = AcA+A
is also calculated.
e
Considering robustness, the pixel-wise overlapping ratios are calculated. Let po
denote the overlapping pixels between a fitting ellipse and the object, and pc as the
number of pixels of the contour. Then, we define contour pixel level overlapping ratio
roc = ppoc . Based on roc , we design an iterative procedure to assign a match-quality
score to each fitting ellipse. In each iteration, we count the contour pixels overlapping
with an ellipse, then sort the ellipses with respect to the number of their overlapping
contour pixels. At the end of each iteration, the contour pixels that overlap with
6
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Figure 1.6: Examples to illustrate the Set 3 features.
the highest ranked ellipse are removed, and roc is updated for each remaining ellipse.
The iteration stops when there is a small fraction (decided by a threshold) of contour
pixels left. Note that in each iteration, the ellipse that has the most overlapping pixels
with object contour pixels will be assigned the highest rank. The match-quality of an
ellipse is defined as the ranks of this fitting ellipse calculated during each iteration. To
improve efficiency, we only record the ranks of an ellipse in the first three iterations.
Set 2: The myonuclei are objects which have certainly biological meaningful areas.
Therefore, the area of the ellipse Ae , the axis ratio raxis , and the perimeter pc and
area Ac of the myonuclei contour are also considered as potential geometric features
for classification.
Set 3: Concave point depth is a feature designed to distinguish the ellipses shown
in Fig. 1.5(b) and (c)-(e). This is based on the observation that an accurate ellipse
fitting should not have concave point deeply inside the ellipse. Considering this, for a
given ellipse Ei , (i = 1, · · · , N) and a set of concave points cj , (j = 1, · · · , c), concave
point depth di is defined as the sum of squares of the Euclidean distances from the
concave points to ellipse Ei :
X
di =
dist2 (cj , Ei ),
j ∈ {j : cj is in ellipse Ei },
(1.11)
j

where dist(·) denotes the Euclidean distance from cj to Ei .
Because the center of an accurate fitting ellipse should not locate near the boundary, the distance between the center of the fitting ellipse and object boundary decc
is also calculated. This feature can help to remove suboptimal fitting ellipses whose
centers are close to the object boundaries. As shown in Fig. 1.6(a)-(b) The fitting
ellipses whose centers are close to the cell boundary, i.e. decc is small, thus not valid
candidates. Fig. 1.6(c)-(d) represent good ellipse fittings with larger decc..
Set 4: The irregularity of the boundaries are defined as rirg = npcc , where pc denotes
the perimeter of a myonuclei contour, and nc represents the number of concave points
detected. Two examples are shown in Fig. 1.7(a)-(b) and (c)-(d). Both cells shown
are single cells. Fig. 1.7(b) is the ellipse fitting result of Fig. 1.7(a) that has high
rirg . Fig. 1.7(d) is the ellipse fitting result of Fig. 1.7(c) that has lower rirg .
Set 5: A set of statistical features are calculated to capture the relationships among
the ellipses generated from the same contour. Assume N ellipse fitting candidates
are generated from the the segments of an object contour, and fi , i = (1, 2, · · · , N)
represents one specific feature calculated for the i-th ellipse Ei :
N
1 X
f1i = fi −
fi ,
N i=1

(1.12)

f2i = fi − median(f1 , f2 , · · · , fN ),

(1.13)
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Figure 1.7: Examples to illustrate the Set 4 features.

f3i = fi − max(f1 , f2 , · · · , fN ),

(1.14)

f4i = fi − min(f1 , f2 , · · · , fN ),
(1.15)
where the functions median(·), max(·) and min(·) computes the median, maximum
and minimum value of the input feature vector. These statistical features capture the
inter-group variance of one ellipse fitting compared with the whole group of fitting
ellipses for the same object contour. These statistical features are calculated for each
feature in Set 1 and Set 3.
Set 6: The following two features are also considered in the classification algorithm:
1) Distance from fitting ellipse centroid to the object centroid. 2) Average distance
from one ellipse centroid to the centroids of all the other fitting ellipses for the same
object contour.
Learning Based Ellipse Refinement Using Two-stage Sparse Optimization
In the object space, not all the training samples are representative ellipse-myonuclei
cases that need to or should be used for learning. Similarly, in the feature space,
a discriminative feature set can significantly improve the classification performance
considering the curse of dimensionality. We have proposed a novel two-stage sparse
optimization to 1) select the most representative training samples in the object space,
and 2) identify the most discriminative features in the feature space.
Training Example Selection Using Dictionary Learning by K-Selection:
In this step, we assume that all the training samples can be sparsely represented by
a subset of representative samples (dictionary bases). Only these typical samples are
needed to train the ellipse refinement classifier. Our recently proposed K-selection
[47] algorithm is used to select a set of most representative training samples from the
original training dataset. For the given training sample set E = {ei |i = 1, 2, · · · , N},
where ei denotes the feature vector of the i-th training sample, we assume a dictionary
B = {bi |i = 1, 2, · · · , K} exists such that all the training samples can be represented
by a linear combination of the selected bases in B. The basis samples in B can be
found by performing dictionary update and sparse coding alternatively:

min

bk ∈B,xi

N
X
i=1

kei −

K
X

bk xik k2 + λkdi ⊙ xi k2 ,

k=1

(1.16)

s.t. 1T xi = 1, ∀ i,
where bk is k-th feature vector selected as the basis vector from the original training
sample set, xi is the representation coefficients, and di is the distance between ei and
the basis vectors.
8

The dictionary is updated using a projection-based gradient descent method.
Within each iteration, we choose sample el to replace basis bt
e∗l

−∇ft (el − bt )T
= arg max
,
el k − ∇ft k2 kel − bt k2

(1.17)

where ∇ft is the gradient of cost function (1.16) with respect to basis bt . We accept
e∗l if the replacement reduces the value of the cost function, that is the selected
basis has the largest correlation between the displacement and the negative gradient
direction. The last term in (1.16) models the locality constraint, which encourages
each sample to be represented by its local bases and allows the optimization problem
to be efficiently solved in a much smaller local system. Locality-constraint linear
coding [48] is applied to (1.16) for sparse coding. In our algorithm, we perform
this K-selection to the positive and negative samples separately. K-selection does
not assume that the data is low-rank. For each sample, it does not require all the
samples to be used during the optimization procedure, either. These characteristics
are different from the recent selection-based dictionary learning methods [49, 50].
Feature Selection Using Sparse Representation: As shown in Table 1.1, in
total we have extracted P = 43 morphological features for learning based fitting ellipse
refinement. In order to improve the classification performance, a sparse representation
model is employed to select the most discriminative features:
min
α,β

N
X

Tf

ωi log(1 + e−zi (α

i +β)

),

i=1

(1.18)

s.t.||α||1 ≤ ρ, α ≥ 0,
where N is the number of training ellipses, ωi and fi ∈ RP ×1 represent the weight
and the feature for the i-th ellipse, respectively. The binary scalar zi denotes the
ellipse label: zi = +1 for positive and zi = −1 for negative, β is a scalar representing
the intercept, and ρ is the parameter controlling the sparsity of α. Due to the l1
norm constraint, the solution α∗ ∈ RP ×1 to (1.18) is sparse with nonzero elements
corresponding to the selected discriminative features. Based on α∗ with L nonzero
elements, all the features are projected onto a lower-dimensional, discriminative feature space, which can benefit the subsequent classification. The equation (1.18) is
optimized with the widely used Sparse Learning Package (SLEP) [51].
Equation (1.18) is a supervised method which aims to select discriminative features with respect to the subsequent classification as well as removing redundant
information. In comparison with those unsupervised feature selection methods such
as PCA [52], ISOMAP [53], and LLE [54], our feature selection method is designed
to optimize the classification performance. Boosting [55] based feature selection may
have performance similar to sparse representation due to their common logistic regression nature. However, boosting is relatively less efficient compared with sparse
representation for feature selection[56]. SVM-RFE feature selection does not guarantee the selected features are most relevant with minimal redundancy [57]. Other
methods, like Laplacian score [58], trace ratio [59], relief and reliefF [60], and SPEC
[61], and HSIC [62], evaluate features individually and thus are not specifically designed to handle redundant features.
Classification and Inner Geodesic Distance Based Clustering
After two stage sparse optimization, the selected training samples are used to train
a SVM classifier. The classifier outputs are shown in Fig. 1.8(a). Note that the
9
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Figure 1.8: Mean-shift clustering based on inner distance.
smaller markers are the centers of the ellipses selected by the classifier. The groundtruth myonuclei detection should identify two touching nuclei on the top and one
single nuclei in the bottom (in total three myonuclei). This is a challenging problem
because of the bright dots irregularly distributed inside the myonuclei. This is due
to the DAPI intercalating preferentially into heterochromatin. The yellow lines in
1.8(f) and 1.8(g) denote a sample Euclidean distance between two seeds. The yellow
line in 1.8(h) denotes a sample inner distance between two seeds. 1.8(b) shows the
clustering results based on Euclidean distance with bandwidth bwdc = 10. 1.8(c)
shows the clustering based on Euclidean distance with bandwidth bwdc = 14. As
can be seen that it is difficult to find a unified bandwidth that produces accurate
detection results for both cases. However, using inner distance, a unified bandwidth
(bwdc = 14) can be used and the accurate detection results for both cases are shown
in 1.8(d).
In order to achieve the correct final detection, we have designed an inner distance
based mean-shift clustering algorithm to merge all the candidates. Our method consists of 1) inner-distance calculation to compute the inner-distance matrix, and 2)
mean-shift based clustering to locate the final seeds.
The inner-distance is calculated as the length of the shortest connecting pathes
that only lay inside the object. For example, in Fig. 1.8(g), the direct line connecting
the two center points represents Euclidean distance because the pathes are not entirely
inside the object. On the contrary, the inner geodesic distance is calculated by first
building a graph with the ellipse centers and the concave points as vertices and the
links connecting these vertices inside the contour as edges, then running a shortest
distance algorithm in the graph. An example of inner-distance graph is shown in Fig.
1.8(h). Since the inputs of the mean shift clustering are coordinates of the points, the
inner-distance matrix will be converted into a new coordinate system by harboring
the origin at one of the two points and calculating the other relevant distances.
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Figure 1.9: An all-in-focus image (n) synthesized by multi-image fusion.

The reason that we do not choose standard Euclidean distance is demonstrated in
Fig. 1.8. Inner distance is intuitively correct because the real distance between two
seeds should be the paths within the object, instead of a direct line that might cross
the cell boundaries [18]. As shown in Fig. 1.8(a), Euclidean distance based clustering
will face some serious challenges in selecting proper clustering bandwidth (Fig. 1.8(b)
or (c)). On the other hand, based on inner geodesic distance, correct clustering results
have been obtained using one unified bandwidth, as we shown in Fig. 1.8(d). Innerdistance is proven to be quite effective in natural shape classification [63]. Some
clustering results are shown in Fig. 1.8. Note that all the clustering results based on
inner geodesic distance are obtained with the same clustering bandwidth bwdc = 14.
1.3

Experimental Results

All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with institutional guidelines
for the care and use of laboratory animals as approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee at the University of Kentucky. Adult (4 months of age) male C57Bl6 mice
were injected intraperitoneally with ketamine (100mg/kg) and xylazine (10mg/kg)
and euthanized by cervical dislocation. Plantaris muscles were fixed in situ at resting
length by fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde for 48 hours. Single muscle fibers were
subjected to 40% NaOH digestion and manually isolated as previously described [64].
Single fibers were stained with DAPI and nuclei from 15-25 fibers per animal counted.
Fibers were imaged by z-stack analysis using the AxioImager M1 microscope.
In total we have collected over 500 multifocus z-stack images (over 1500 myonuclei)
from 42 individual isolated single muscle fiber. A set of image patches cropped from
some randomly selected z-stack images and their corresponding all-in-focus fused image are shown in Fig. 1.9. A support vector machine classifier is trained using ellipses
generated from 7 fused images (1000 positive samples and 3000 negative samples),
and the rest 35 cases are used for testing. The ground-truth ellipses and seeds are
manually marked for each cell. In order to evaluate and validate the proposed algorithm, we have presented the experimental results on validating 1) the effectiveness
of the geometric features described in Section 1.2 on ellipse refinement, 2) sparse
representation based sample and feature selection methods described in Section 1.2,
3) the effectiveness of the inner-distance based clustering (1.2), and 4) the overall
comparative myonuclei detection results.
We implemented our algorithm using MATLAB with the SVM package [65] on
a PC machine with i3 CPU and 16Gb memory. The SVM classifier uses Gaussian
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Figure 1.10: Examples showing effects of the geometric features.
kernel with precision γ = 0.3 and penalty 1 by cross validation. The bandwidth for
mean-shift clustering is empirically set to 16 pixels. For the data with elongated or
larger cells, a large window bandwidth is preferred. The selection of K in (1.16)
interacts with the size of training samples. In practice a large K is chosen when the
data have significant variations, and 15% of the training sample size is found to be
sufficient to approximate the data. Usually the algorithm takes less than 1 minute
to count one all-in-focus image.
The k in Equation (1.2) determines the sharpness of the fused image. A smaller
k will generate a fused image with higher contrast and vice versa. In our experiment,
k = 3 produces enough contrast. In order to avoid the local false concave points, the
contours are smoothed by elliptical Fourier descriptor, and its first m coefficients are
kept. m = 20 is chosen in our experiments.
Geometric Features
In this section we illustrate the effectiveness of the geometric features for ellipse
refinement in Fig. 1.10. The first row of Fig. 1.10 shows the original ellipse fitting
results obtained from Section 1.2. The second row shows the contours. The third
row represents the contours and the fitted ellipses. The fourth row lists the ellipses
selected by the learning based ellipse fitting refinement classifier.
Set 1 evaluates the extent of matching between object boundaries and fitting
ellipses. In Fig. 1.10(a), it is clear that the classifier can successfully reject some false
fitting ellipses that have lower overlapping ratios.
The features Ae and Ac in Set 2 help to differentiate the valid fitting ellipse from
false fittings by measuring their areas. As we show in Fig. 1.10(b), although the
largest (longest) ellipse exhibits better overlapping ratios, it also encloses a larger
area. In addition, the axis ratio raxis and contour perimeter pc also indicate that the
largest ellipse is suboptimal. Considering these regularizations, the ellipse refinement
classifier has rejected this candidate, as shown in Fig. 1.10(b).
In Set 3, the concave point depth is designed for the touching myonuclei. We put
one typical case of the touching myonuclei in Fig. 1.10(c). The red circles in the third
row are concave points. It can be observed that this feature enables the classifier to
reject the two ellipses containing concave points. The effect of feature decc is shown
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Figure 1.11: The selected discriminative features by sparse representation.
in Fig. 1.10(d). The ellipses whose centers are close to the contour boundary are
removed.
The contribution of the irregularity measurement is shown in Fig. 1.10(e). This
feature is designed to enable a more robust classifier in the presence of extremely
irregular contours. Compared with the myonuclei with smooth contours, these irregular ones can generate higher values with respect to irregularity measurements of the
fitting ellipses. This enables the classifier to differentiate the ellipses having lower
overlapping ratios with higher irregularity measurements, which may still be valid
ellipse fitting results.
The Set 5 features is designed to capture the statistical properties of fitting
ellipses within one contour. The effect of the two distances features in Set 6 is shown
in Fig. 1.10(f). These features force the classifier to select the ellipses whose centroids
locate near to the centroid of the contour and away from the contour boundary.
The parameter ρ = 180 is used in the sparse representation-based feature selection
model in (1.18), and a set of most discriminative features is presented in Fig. 1.11.
Those features with zero coefficient values are non-discriminative ones, which contain
the f2i (except the median feature for matchqual2 ) and f3i in Table 1.1. The mean
features f1i for the raoc , raoe , and roace in Table 1.1 are not considered as important features either. On the other hand, the ranking scores matchqual1 , matchqual2 , matchqual3 ,
and their corresponding min features f4i are considered as the most significant features, since they iteratively evaluate the accuracy of an fitted ellipse based on the
pixel-wise contour/fitting ellipse overlapping ratio. The selected features based on
sparse representation is denoted with bold font in Table 1.1: Feature Index.
Sample and Feature Selection
Sparse Representation for Training Sample Selection
In our algorithm, the purpose for training sample selection is to learn a compact
dictionary whose element is directly selected from the original training dataset. This
approach is different from the widely used bag-of-words (BoW) model [66, 67] and
spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [68] method for object recognition. In BoW model,
the elements (visual words) in the codebook are not selection based, and are often learned through some clustering methods such as K-means without considering
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Figure 1.12: The mean-shift clustering based on inner distance.

Figure 1.13: Detection results of nine randomly selected image patches.
sparseness. In order to compare these two different dictionary learning approaches,
these two methods were evaluated based on the classification accuracy in finding
correct ellipse fitting candidates for myonuclei detection.
In the comparative experiment, 4000 ellipse fitting candidates are randomly di-
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Figure 1.14: The ROC curves using dictionary learning by K-selection v.s. BoW
model.
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Figure 1.15: Classification performance of four feature selection methods.
vided into training (1600, 400 positive and 1200 negative) and testing (2400, 600
positive and 1800 negative) datasets, respectively. 15% of the training samples were
selected by K-selection and the same amount of visual words were calculated in BoW
model for fair comparison. The same classifier (linear kernel SVM) using the same
parameters are trained for evaluation. In order to avoid bias introduced in the feature
selection step, all features are used to evaluate the two different dictionary learning
methods. The ROC curve is shown in Figure 1.14, and the areas under the ROC
curves (AUCs) are also presented in the legend. As one can tell, sparse representation based sample selection provides better results than BoW for our application
with an average AUC = 0.85 compared with AUC = 0.84 using BoW model.
Sparse Representation for Feature Selection
In order to justify the proposed sparse representation based feature selection method,
our approach was compared with three state-of-the-arts, including PCA, AdaBoost
[55], and SVM-RFE [57]. PCA achieves linear dimension reduction by removing the
principal components corresponding to smaller eigenvalues. In this way the original
data vector can be represented in a lower dimension space. In AdaBoost, each weak
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Figure 1.16: Comparison of the average AUCs using four feature selection methods.
classifier corresponds to one single image feature, and the final strong classifier not
only represent the ensemble of all weak learners, but can also be used for feature
selection by observing each weak learner’s weight. SVM-RFE is an iterative method
[69, 70]. In each iteration it trains a linear SVM classifier and ranks the features with
respect to their weights. The feature with the lowest weight is removed. The final
output is a ranking of all the features in terms of their importance.
For fair comparison, the same set of features listed in Table 1.1 is used in these
algorithm. Similar to Section 1.3, the performance is measured based on the classification accuracy using the 2400 testing samples. The ROC curves are shown in Figure
1.15. It can be observed that the proposed feature selection method outperforms the
other three methods. The performance of AdaBoost is close to sparse feature selection method. SVM-RFE can provide satisfactory results but is still outperformed by
the proposed method. PCA is an unsupervised method, and thus it is not optimized
to provide best classification results. The AUCs of four methods are listed in Figure
1.16. In addition, the statistics (sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy) of the true
positive rate (TPR) with the false positive rate being fixed at 0.2 are also presented
in Table 1.2. All these detailed quantitative experiments confirm that sparse feature
selection algorithm provides the best results classifying ellipse fitting candidates for
robust myonuclei detection.
Inner-distance Based Clustering
The performance of inner-distance based clustering is shown in Fig. 1.12. The first
row denotes the classifier’s initial output. Each red dot denotes the center of one fitting ellipse. The second row demonstrates the inner-distance based clustering results.
The ground truth annotation for the myonuclei detection should be two touching myonuclei for column 1, one myonuclei for column 2, and two touching myonuclei for
column 3. It is obvious that in the second row, the inner distance based clustering
can produce accurate results for all three cases. Through the whole experiments, we
set the clustering bandwidth to bwdc = 16. Some myonuclei detection results of nine
fused image after inner-distance based clustering is shown in Fig. 1.13.
Comparative Experiments
The proposed algorithm is compared with three recent state-of-the-art cell detection
methods: Laplacian-of-Gaussian filters (LoG) [1], iterative radial voting (IRV) [2],
and single-pass voting (SPV) [3]. Several representative image patches using different
algorithm are shown in Fig. 1.17. For all the comparison experiments, we tried many
possible parameters and configurations to generate the best results for the other
methods used for comparison. As one can tell, it is difficult for LoG to handle
16

Figure 1.17: Performance comparison with LoG [1], IRV [2], and SPV [3].

touching cells and inhomogeneous intensity, while IRV and SPV may fail on cells
with elongated ellipse shape, because they all assume round shape cells. Meanwhile,
it is often difficult for IRV and SPV to create a general rule for parameter settings
on an image containing cells with different sizes and shapes. However, the proposed
algorithm is more robust with respect to touching cells exhibiting a large variations
of scales, shapes, and especially inhomogeneous intensity distributions. This can
be attributed to the robust ellipse fitting using HEIV regression, two stage sparse
optimization model, and inner distance based mean-shift clustering in this proposed
algorithm.
For quantitative comparison, we have measured the Euclidean distances between
the manually annotated seeds and those created by the proposed automatic algorithm. Pixel-wise detection accuracy is listed in Table 1.3. It is obvious that the
proposed method produces best accuracy with respect to both mean errors and standard deviations, representing high detection accuracy and robustness.
Table 1.4 shows the seed detection evaluation metrics including missing rate
(MR), over-detection rate (OR), effective rate (ER), precision, recall, and F1 score.
The MR or OR means no seeds or more than one seed are detected for one groundtruth cell, respectively. The ER is calculated by evaluating the ratio between the
number of detected seeds and the ground truth seeds, which measures the robustness
to background clutter with ER = 1 indicating the strongest robustness. Precision
P
∗R
P
, R = T PT+F
, and F1 = 2∗P
.
(P ), recall (R) and F1 score are defined as P = T PT+F
P
N
P +R
True positive (T P ) is defined as a detected seed that is inside a circular region with
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a radius r = 8 pixels centered at the ground truth seed. If it is outside this circular region, the detection is treated as false positives (FP). False negatives (FN) are
defined as the missing detections.
As we show in Table 1.4, LoG is sensitive to image background noise, SPV may
have higher FN, and IRV gives relatively low P and R values. On the contrary, the
proposed method produces the highest P value without sacrificing the accuracy of R.
For fair comparisons, the MR and OR are excluded when we evaluate the pixel-wise
accuracy in Table 1.3.
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Table 1.1: A summary of the geometric features for learning based ellipse refinement.
Sets

1

2

3

4

Symbols
raoc

Feature Index
in Figure 1.11
4

raoe

5

roace

6

matchqual1
matchqual2
matchqual3
Ae
raxis
Ac
pc
di

8
9
10
2
3
11
7
1

decc

42

rirg

12

f1i

13-16, 17-19

f2i

20-24,25,26

f3i

34-40

f4i

27-33

dcc

41

daee

43

5

6

Definitions
The ratio of the overlapping area with respect to
the contour area.
The ratio of the overlapping area with respect to
the ellipse area.
The ratio of the overlapping area with respect to
the sum of the ellipse area and the contour area.
The match-quality rank in iteration 1.
The match-quality rank in iteration 2.
The match-quality rank in iteration 3.
The area of an ellipse.
The ratio of the major and minor axis of an ellipse.
The area of a myonuclei contour.
The perimeter of a myonuclei contour.
The concave point depth of the i-th ellipse generated for one contour.
The distance from the center of an ellipse to its
contour.
The measure of the irregularity (smoothness) of
the contour.
The group of features based on the features in Set
1-2 and feature di in Set 3. For a specific feature
fi , (i = 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) and a group of ellipses
generated from a contour, calculate f1i for each
ellipse by subtracting the mean of fi of all the ellipses in this group from fi .
Similar to f1i , for an ellipse and the group of ellipse generated from the same contour, subtract
the median of fi , (i = 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) of all the
ellipses in this group from fi of this ellipse.
Similar to f1i , subtract the maximum value of the
fi , (i = 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) of all the ellipses in the
same group.
Similar to f1i , subtract the minimum value of the
fi , (i = 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) of all the ellipses in the
same group.
The distance from ellipse centroid to its contour
centroid.
The average distance from one ellipse centroid to
the centroids of the other ellipses of the same contour.
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Table 1.2: The comparison of four feature Selection methods
Methods
AdaBoost
SVM-RFE
PCA
Proposed

TPR
0.76
0.74
0.72
0.81

Sensitivity
0.81
0.80
0.79
0.81

Specificity
0.82
0.82
0.80
0.83

Accuracy
0.82
0.82
0.80
0.83

Table 1.3: The pixel-wise seed detection accuracy compared with ground truth

LoG [1]
IRV [2]
SPV [3]
Proposed

M ean
3.72
4.28
2.99
2.6

Standard Deviation
4.22
3.86
3.54
2.90

M in
0.55
0.24
0
0.17

max
7.99
7.93
7.96
7.93

Table 1.4: The comparative performance measured by precision and recall

LoG [1]
IRV [2]
SPV [3]
Proposed

MR
0.27
0.31
0.21
0.12

OR
0.003
0.34
0
0

ER
1.73
1.69
0.97
1.02
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P
0.86
0.83
0.89
0.93

R
0.94
0.90
0.94
0.96

F1
0.90
0.86
0.91
0.94

Chapter 2 Nuclei Detection in Histopathological Brain Tumor Images

2.1

Introduction

A rising of brain tumor incidences has been reported in [71]. Successful prognostic
stratification, treatment outcome prediction, and therapy planning depends on consistent, reproducible, and accurate analysis of digitized histopathological specimens
[72, 73]. Current manual analysis of histopathological slides is not only laborious, but
also subject to inter-observer variability. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems
have attracted increasing interests [74]. In CAD systems, cell detection is usually a
prerequisite step [75, 76].
Cell detection for histopathological images has been studied widely. A brief summary on nuclei detection and segmentation is presented in [77]. Distance transform
based methods have been used to detect seeds (cells) in clustered objects. However,
it may not work well for the tightly or densely clustered cells. Endeavors combining geometric and intensity information have been proposed to improve the distance
transform methods [78]. Later, to further reduce the false detection, mutual proximity information is exploited to filter out the false seeds [9]. In order to handle
cell occlusion/overlap, marker-based watershed approaches [16, 17, 19] are widely
utilized to localize and split touching cells. In [20], a variant of marker-controlled watershed generating marker from H-minima transform of nuclei shape is investigated.
The H-value is derived from the fitting accuracy between the ellipses and nuclei contours. In [21], an adaptive H-minima transform is proposed in which markers are
detected within connected components obtained by inner distance transform. A supervised marker-controlled watershed algorithm is proposed in [14]. In [15], a flood
level-based watershed algorithm is reported to split overlapping nuclei on RNAi fluorescent cellular images. A gradient-weighted watershed algorithm [11] followed by
a hierarchical merging tree is presented to separate touching cells. In [35], the conventional watershed method is improved by a subregion merging mechanism and a
Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LOG) filter on Ki-67 nuclei detection. Kårsnäs et al. [79] propose to apply the watershed algorithm and a complement to the distance transform
to a pixel level probability map.
Cell detection can also be formulated into a graph cut problem [22]. In [24], cell
detection is formulated into a normalized graph cut problem over a weighted graph
[80]. Another method applying graph-cut algorithm to an image preprocessed by
multiscale LOG filtering is reported in [1]. In [81], nuclei separation is formulated
into a multi-reference graph cut problem, which is robust to technical variations
introduced by data preparation. Some other graph-based methods can be found in
[28], [82]. In [83], markers are derived by a modified ultimate erosion process and a
Gaussian mixture model on B-splines is utilized to infer the object shapes and missing
object boundaries. Recently, a deep learning-based method [84] is applied to mitosis
detection and achieve great performance. However, this framework does not apply to
touching cells which are very common in our dataset.
Some recent works exploit the cues in cell structure and shape symmetry to tackle
touching cells. Radial voting based methods [2], [34], [3] are proposed to locate the
centers of cells with a major assumption on round shaped cells. In [36], image background is removed by a pixel level classifier working on color-texture and touching
cells are separated based on concave points and radial symmetry. Fast radial symmetry transform is used for nuclei detection followed by marker-controlled watershed
in [85]. A cell splitting method based on ellipse fitting using concave points information is reported in [86]. Su et al. [87] propose to learn a classifier to refine the
cell detection results obtained by ellipse fitting. Although many methods have been
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Figure 2.1: An overview of the framework.
proposed, brain tumor cells in histopathological images often exhibit appearance variations and dense overlapping and therefore the accurate cell detection in brain tumor
histopathological images remain to be a challenging problem.
Sparse representation has been successfully applied to image classification, object
recognition, and image segmentation [88], [89], [90], [91], [92]. Yu et al. [93] found that
sparse coding with locality constraint (LCC) produces better reconstruction results.
However, solving LCC is computationally expensive due to its iterative optimization
procedure [94]. An efficient locality-constrained linear coding (LLC) is proposed in
[48]. In LLC the desirable properties of sparsity is preserved while locality constraint
is treated in favor of sparsity. The problem can be efficiently solved by performing
a K-nearest neighbor (KNN) search and then computing an analytical solution to a
constrained least square fitting problem.
In this chapter, we propose a novel automatic cell detection algorithm (Figure 2.1)
using adaptive dictionary learning and sparse reconstruction with trivial templates.
The algorithm consists of the following steps: 1) An initial cell appearance collection,
containing single-cell image patches only, is first created from images of different
patients at different stages of brain tumors Figure 2.1(a). A representative subset of
the collection is extracted by K-selection [47] to form a cell library as shown in Figure
2.1(b). 2) Given a testing image, a target specific dictionary is generated by searching
in the library for cells similar to the cells in the testing image. Cosine distance is
employed as similarity metric (Figure 2.1(c) and (d)). 3) A sparse representation
with trivial templates (Figure 2.1(e)) is computed as an approximation of a sliding
window over the target image. A probability map is obtained by comparing the
sparsely reconstructed image patch to each sliding window. 4) A weight-guided mean
shift clustering is used to generate the final seed detection. The way we generate
the dictionary aims to summarize the training data and to use only the relevant
information for detection. In other words, the cell library contains a set of prototype
appearances of brain tumor cells and only the ones most similar to the cells present in
the testing images are used for detection. This can benefit the computational expense.
In the sparse optimization, the cell appearance variation is captured by the variation
in the dictionary. We apply LLC algorithm to solve the sparse reconstruction problem
so that appearance similarity is maximally exploited. Touching cells are handled by
the trivial templates.
The rest of this chapter is organized as the following: Section II describes the
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proposed framework. Section III evaluate the performance of the proposed system.
Section IV concludes this chapter.
2.2

Method

Dictionary Learning
At training stage, we manually crop many image patches of brain tumor cells. Each
image patch contains only one cell located in the center of the image patch (Fig. 2.1
(a)). As one can tell, the manually-cropped image patches exhibit an over-complete
dictionary, which is neither robust nor efficient. In this article, we propose to exploit
the K-selection [47] to select a subset of representative patches to build the cell
appearance dictionary. In order to further improve the computational efficiency,
we only utilize the patches similar to the testing image patches as the dictionary
candidates using a cosine similarity metric [95].
Representative Patches Extraction by K-Selection: Each cell patch is represented as a vectorized patch concatenating all the pixel intensities. For N manuallycropped cell patches T = {ti |i = 1, 2, · · · , N} ∈ Rm×N (ti ∈ Rm ), the K-selection
algorithm directly chooses a set of most representative patches to create the dictionary
B = {bi |i = 1, 2, · · · , K} ∈ Rm×K based on locality-constrained sparse representation. The optimization can be formulated as
min

bk ∈B,xi

N
X

kti −

i=1

K
X

bk xik k2 + λkdi ⊙ xi k2 ,

k=1

(2.1)

s.t. 1T xi = 1, ∀ i,
where bk is the k-th basis patch selected from the original template pool, xi is the
representation coefficient that is sparse, and di is the distance between ti and the
basis vectors. The last term in (2.1) models the locality constraint, which encourages
each patch to be represented by its local neighbors. The constraint ensures shift
invariance.
Equation (2.1) can be optimized by alternatively updating B or {xi } by fixing the
other. The B is updated using a projection-based gradient descent method. Within
each iteration, we choose patch tl to replace basis bn :
t∗l = arg max
tl

−∇fn (tl − bn )T
,
k − ∇fn k2 ktl − bn k2

(2.2)

where ∇fn is the gradient of cost function (2.1) with respect to basis bn . We accept
t∗l if the replacement reduces the value of the cost function, which corresponds to the
direction that has the largest correlation with the negative gradient direction. The
coefficients {xi } in (2.1) are calculated by locality-constrained linear coding in [48].
Note that K-selection does not assume that the data is low-rank. For each patch, only
a small fraction of all the patches are used during the optimization procedure. These
characteristics are different from the selection-based dictionary learning methods in
[49, 50]. Compared to K-SVD [96], K-selection is a selection based method with
locality constraint, and it guarantees that similar patches will obtain similar sparse
codes without losing discriminative powers. Therefore, the selected patches can better
represent all the training image patches.
Testing Image Specific Dictionary Generation: Given a testing image, we
propose to choose a subset of cell patches in the training dictionary for the subsequent
sparse coding. Instead of using the entire learned dictionary, this step can reduce the
computational complexity. The Local steering kernel (LSK) is used as local features
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Figure 2.2: The local image structure is encoded by LSK.
to represent each image patch [95]. Matrix cosine similarity [97] is used to measure
the similarity between the testing image patch and the learned dictionary bases. The
LSK-based feature descriptor measures the local similarity of a pixel to its neighbors
by estimating the shape and size of a canonical kernel. This estimation is obtained
by analyzing the gradients based on pixel intensities [98]. The canonical kernel K(·)
is modeled by a radially symmetric function:

K(xl − x; Hl ) =

K(H−1
l )(xl − x)
,
det(Hl )
− 12

Hl = hCl

∈ R(2×2) ,

(2.3)
(2.4)

where l = 1, · · · , P 2 , xl represents pixel location in a local window (5 × 5) centered at
x, P 2 is the number of pixels in this window, and Cl is a covariance matrix estimated
from the pixel intensity in the window. The shape and size of the local kernel is
described by the computed steering matrix Hl . The local image structure can be
captured by the shape and size of such local kernel as shown in Fig. 2.2. A Gaussian
function is chosen as the kernel:
p
det(Cl )
(xl − x)T Cl (xl − x)
K(xl − x; Hl ) =
exp
(−
).
(2.5)
2πh2
2h2
Because cells often exhibit contrast variations, to make the algorithm robust to contrast variation, a normalized LSK is computed:

Kj (xl − x; Hl )
j = 1, · · · , n,
,
(2.6)
Wj (xl − x) = PP 2
l = 1, · · · , P 2,
Kj (xl − x; Hl )
l=1

where n is the number of locations where the LSK are computed. We calculate the
LSKs by applying a sliding window with spacing size 3 to the sampling patch centered
at each pixel in the entire image. Principal component analysis (PCA) is then applied
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Adaptive dictionary generation using two sample patches.
to extract the low dimensional feature descriptions of the local steering kernels for
each image patch. Cosine similarity:
Dcos =

viT vj
,
kvi kkvj k

(2.7)

is used to measure the similarity between the low dimensional descriptions. The
reason for using cosine similarity is that pathologic images could have various contrastness due to unstable staining, and cosine similarity is proven to be robust to
contrast change [95].
To handle cell rotation, the sample patch is rotated in different directions, and
for each rotation a set of most similar cell templates are selected to be the bases in
the dictionary. Fig. 2.3 shows two sample dictionaries given two query cell patches.
Each query sample is rotated in 5 orientations as shown in the first column in Fig.
2.3(a) and (b). The first column in each panel shows the rotated versions of a sample
patch. Each row of the other columns shows the retrieved relevant patches. For ease
of illustration we show only 6 retrieved patches for each rotated version.
Cell Detection via Sparse Representation with Trivial Templates
In this section, we present the proposed cell detection algorithm based on sparse
reconstruction with trivial templates handling touching and overlapping cells and the
probability map-based mean shift. A probability map is first generated with sparse
reconstruction by running a sliding window to the entire testing image, where the
reconstruction errors indicate the probabilities of the presence of cells. The final
detection results are obtained by performing the weight-guided mean shift clustering
[99].
Probability Map Generation via Sparse Reconstruction with Trivial
Templates: Following the idea in [100, 101], we assume that cells with similar
appearances approximately lie in the same low dimensional subspace. Therefore, a
sliding window aligned to a cell should approximately lie in the subspace defined by
the the dictionary generated by the method described in subsection 2.2. Given a
learned dictionary B ∈ Rm×q , a sliding window pij aligned to a cell at location (i, j)
can be represented linearly by B:
pij ≈ Bc = c1 b1 + c2 b2 + · · · + cq bq .
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(2.8)
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Figure 2.4: Reconstruction results and errors of four cells.
For sliding windows not aligning to a cell, equation 2.8 does not hold. To differentiate
the tumor cells from background, we propose to measure how well a sliding window
can be represented by a linear combination of the atom patches from the dictionary
by:
ǫrec = kpij − Bck,
(2.9)
where ǫrec is the reconstruction error and c is the reconstruction coefficient. This
coefficient can be computed by sparse optimization:
min kpij − Bck2 + λkd ⊙ ck,
c

(2.10)

s.t. 1T c = 1,
where d is distance between the test patch pij and each dictionary atom, and ⊙
denotes element-wise multiplication. The second term in equation 2.10 enforces the
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encoding to use only the dictionary atoms near to pij . Intuitively, an input patch
containing a cell in its central area can be sparely reconstructed with relatively small
reconstruction error, while a patch that does not have a cell in its center should have
relatively large sparse reconstruction error. This is because such patches do not lie
in the subspace spanned by the dictionary. To achieve fast encoding, we choose the
approximated optimization algorithm presented in [48].
The above formulation deals with single cells with appearance variation well.
However, in histopathologic images it is common that cells appear in touching or
overlapping. In such case, the appearance of a test patch is significantly different
from the atom patches in the dictionary. Thus equation 2.8 needs to be modified
into:
pij ≈ Bc + e,

(2.11)

where e is an error term used to model the touching part. Equation 2.11 can be
rewritten as:
 
c
pij ≈ B̃c̃ = [B I]
,
(2.12)
e
where I is called trivial template, and it is an identity matrix of dimension m. Accordingly equation 2.10 is modified into:
min kpij − B̃c̃k2 + λkd ⊙ ck,
c

(2.13)

s.t. 1T c̃ = 1,
where the first term incorporates the trivial templates to model the touching cells and
the second term enforces that only the most similar dictionary atoms are used for the
sparse reconstruction. This is different from [88, 101] that do not incorporate locality constraint. To solve the locality-constrained sparse optimization for a given input
patch, we first perform a KNN search in the dictionary excluding the trivial templates.
The selected nearest neighbor bases together with the trivial templates form a much
smaller local coordinate. Next, we solve the sparse reconstruction problem with least
square-style minimization. We demonstrate the reconstruction results of touching
cells with or without trivial template in Fig. 2.5. Two sliding windows aligned to
cells touching with other cells are shown in Figure 2.5(a). The reconstructed patches
using only the dictionary patches are shown in Figure 2.5(b). Figure 2.5(c) shows
reconstructed patch with trivial templates modeling the touching parts. A Visualization of the first term and the second term (error) in Equation 2.11 is displayed
in Figure 2.5(d). The upper ones are the clean images and the bottom ones are
visualization of the error terms. As we can see that the reconstructions in Figure
2.5(b) without trivial templates have higher level of noise and weaker edges, and the
reconstructions in Figure 2.5(c) are very similar to the original image. Compared
to the original patches in Figure 2.5(a), it is clear that the clean image in Figure
2.5(d) shows the cell in the central region of Figure 2.5(a), and error term shows the
touching cells in the marginal regions. This is due to the contribution of the trivial
templates.
The reconstruction error ǫrec of the sliding window forms the probability map
indicating the probability of occurrence of a cell. We justify our idea in Fig. 2.4.
Reconstruction results and error of 20 sliding windows from two test images are
presented in the quadrants. In each quadrant, the test image is shown on the top
and the sliding windows are shown below in columns. The sliding window in green
box, e.g., Fig. 2.4(a), is aligned to a cell with presence of some parts of other cells.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.5: Sparse reconstruction with trivial template modeling the touching cells.
The rest are windows off the aligned positions. In each column the first row shows
the sliding window. The second row shows the results of the sparse reconstruction
with trivial templates. The third row shows the reconstruction results with the parts
from other cells being removed. The forth row shows the reconstruction error. The
fifth row shows the spatial kernel weighted reconstruction errors. Our idea can be
justified by comparing the reconstruction error of the sliding windows aligned to
cells to those off the aligned positions. A more apparent observation is that the
clean reconstruction in the third row shows different reconstruction patterns for the
aligned and unaligned windows. The reconstructions of the former ones show a single
cell with appearance similar to the original cell. However the reconstructions of the
latter ones show severe corruptions. This is because the unaligned sliding windows
do not lie in the subspace spanned by the dictionary patches. To optimize equation
2.13 more weight concentrates on the trivial templates, therefore the error term in
equation 2.11 is larger. Such difference can also be found in the reconstruction error
shown in the forth row. As can be seen the unaligned patches have denser or higher
level of reconstruction errors.
Spatial Kernel Weighted Probability Map: One observation on the pattern
of the reconstruction error is that the errors of the sliding windows aligned to a cell
have different concentration patterns than those of the ones off the aligned positions.
In other words, the aligned windows have lower concentration of error in the central
region of the window, while the unaligned ones tend to have significant concentration
of error in the central region. This is because the dictionary patches all have a
single cell in the window center and they are good at representing sliding windows
aligned to cells. Based on this observation, we propose to weigh the reconstruction
errors in the central region more in computing the probability map. We introduce
a bell-shape kernel to weigh the errors in central regions more and the errors in
marginal regions less. In such way the reconstruction error of the aligned windows
can be relatively reduced and those of the unaligned ones can be relatively increased.
Therefore, the robustness of the algorithm is enhanced. We demonstrate the effect
of spatial weighting in Fig. 2.4. We consider only the sliding windows shown in Fig.
2.4 as an example. The benefit of spatial kernel is measured by the increase of the
relative difference between the reconstruction errors of the aligned sliding windows
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Figure 2.6: Probability maps and detection results.
and their corresponding unaligned windows. The relative difference is defined by:
dif f rel =

ealgn − ēof f
,
ēof f

(2.14)

where ealgn denotes the reconstruction error of the aligned window shown in the forth
row of the first column in each quadrant of Fig. 2.4, and ēof f represents the average
of the reconstruction error of the 4 unaligned windows shown in the forth row of each
quadrant. Such relative difference is increased for the four cells by 5%, 3%, and 1%,
and 8% when spatial kernel is used. The weighted reconstruction errors are shown
in the fifth row in each quadrant of Fig. 2.4. The benefit also pronounces itself in
Fig. 2.6. The first row shows the original test images. Due to the size of the sliding
window, only the region inside the yellow boxes are considered for scanning. The
second row are the probability maps generated by sparse representation with trivial
templates but without spatial weighting. The third row are the probability maps
generated by the proposed method. Compared to the second row, the test patches
in the last two have better probability map with pronounced local peaks in the cell
centers. This is due to the spatial kernel. The forth row are the detection results
generated by the weight-guided mean shift clustering based on the probability maps
in the third row. For the experiment, we use Gaussian kernel with σ = 8 pixel
distance.
To improve the efficiency of the sliding window mechanism, we preprocess the
images to filter out the background region using edge preserving smoothing [102]
followed by Otsu’s adaptive thresholding. Only the foreground region is scanned.
Local Maxima Detection Based on Weight-guided Mean Shift Clustering: To generate the final point detection from the probability map, we apply
weight-guided mean shift clustering [99] to find the local maxima:
n
ck,d X
x − xi
wi k(
fˆz,K (x) = d
nz i=1
z
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2

),

(2.15)

Figure 2.7: Effect of the trivial templates.
c

where nzk,dd is constant to make sure the density function sums to 1, and z denotes the
bandwidth, and wi is the weight of point i, and k(·) is kernel profile defined by kernel
functions (i.e., Gaussian kernel or Epanechnikov kernel). The mean shift vector is:
m=

x−xi 2
)
i=1 wi xi g(
z
Pn
x−xi 2
)
i=1 wi g(
z

Pn

− x,

(2.16)

where g(·) is the derivative of the kernel profile k(·). Several randomly picked examples are shown in Fig. 2.6. As can be tell, both touching and non-touching cells are
correctly detected.
2.3

Experimental Results

We have conducted our experiment based on a data set containing 59 brain tumor
images. The images are captured at 40x magnification. 27 images are randomly
selected as training images from which 2000 patches with a centralized single cell
are manually cropped. K = 1400 of the 2000 patches are picked out by K-selection
described in Section 2.2. At least 2000 cells from 32 images are used for testing. The
whole algorithm is implemented in MATLAB and run on a work station with 3.3GHz
i3 CPU and 16GB memory. Patches with size 45 × 45 are cropped. The parameters
in equation (2.3) are set as P = 5, h = 2, and in equations (2.1) and (2.10), the λ is
chosen 10−4 . In equation (2.15), the h is selected from 9 ∼ 12 based on the average
size of cells on one specific image.
We first demonstrate the effect of the trivial templates on cell detection. Fig. 2.7
shows the probability map and detection results of two original images containing
touching cells. The first row presents the results without trivial templates and the
second row is the results with trivial templates. As can be seen in the probability
maps, without trivial templates, some cells significantly touching with others tend to
be overlooked due to too large reconstruction error. Thus false negatives occur. We
also have quantitatively compared the detection performance with and without the
trivial templates, and the comparison confirms that the trivial template does help to
improve the performance. The results are shown in Table 2.1 and 2.2. The definition
of the performance metrics is presented in the following paragraphs.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by comparing it with four
state-of-the-art cell detection methods, i.e., Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) [1], Iterative radial voting (IRV) [2], and ITCN [4], and Single-pass voting (SPV) [3], through
both qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. In Fig. 2.8, thousands of cells
with various shapes and clustering are correctly detected. A qualitative comparison
between our method and the four existing methods is displayed in Fig. 2.9. It can
be seen that LoG is sensitive to heterogenous intensity of the objects (Fig. 2.9 (a)
and (b)). Besides, both LoG and IRV tend to produce false positive detection on
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Figure 2.8: Detection results of whole target images.
elongated cells (Fig. 2.9 (c)-(f)). In contrast to LoG and IRV, although ITCN is
more robust to shape variation and imhomogeneous intensity but it fails to detect
the cells with lighter intensity touching with a darker one (Fig. 2.9 (a), (b) and (e)).
Performance of SPV is close to our method, but it is not robust enough to elongated
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.9: Qualitative comparison with LoG [1], IRV [2], and ITCN [4], and SPV
[3].

shapes. Our algorithm is robust to shape variation and/or cell clustering. This is
due to: 1) The information of various shapes is captured by the cell dictionary and
is encoded to represent the cells with different shapes; 2) The touching case can be
handled by the sparse representation with trivial templates modeling the touching
corners.
For quantitative comparison, we measure the pixel-wise Euclidean distance between the manually annotated cell centers and the seeds detected by the algorithms.
In this assessment, we only consider the correctly detected seeds that are algorithm32

Table 2.1: Comparative performance evaluation by seed offset.
Algorithms
LoG [1]
IRV [2]
ITCN [4]
SPV [3]
SR no Triv. Templ.
SR with Triv. Templ.

Mean
3.13
2.85
3.04
2.7
3.06
2.88

Variance
3.14
3.09
4.02
2.97
3.10
2.64

Min
0
0
0
0.25
0
0

Max
8
8
8
7.9
8
8

Table 2.2: Comparative performance evaluation for a circle with radius of 8 pixels
Algorithms
LoG [1]
IRV [2]
ITCN [4]
SPV [3]
SR no Triv. Templ.
SR with Triv. Templ.

UR
0.15
0.15
0.22
0.1
0.09
0.07

OR
0.3
0.07
0.01
0.06
0.05
0.04

ER
0.8
0.76
0.77
0.86
0.91
0.92

P
0.94
0.95
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99

R
0.84
0.83
0.77
0.89
0.91
0.93

F1
0.89
0.88
0.87
0.93
0.95
0.96

produced seeds within 8-pixel distance to the ground truth cell centers. The results
are listed in Table 2.1. It can be seen that the seed deviation achieved by our method
has the smallest variance and a mean error competitive with the smallest one (SPV).
To show the effect of trivial templates we also include the performance of an algorithm
based on sparse representation but without the trivial templates in the table. We do
observe some performance drop with such algorithm. To evaluate our algorithm comprehensively, we define a set of metrics including missing rate (MR), over-detection
rate (OR), effective rate (ER), precision, recall and F1 score. MR means no seed
is detected within 8-pixel distance to a ground truth seed. OR is the portion of the
ground truth seeds that have multiple detected seeds within a circle of 12-pixel distance. ER is the ratio of the number of the detected seeds over the number of the
P
,
ground truth seeds. Precision (P ), recall (R) and F1 score are defined as P = T PT+F
P
2∗P ∗R
TP
R = T P +F N , and F1 = P +R , where T P , F P and F N denote true positive, false
positive and false negative, respectively. In our experiment, true positive is defined
as a detected seed that is within 8-pixel distance to a ground truth and there is no
other seeds in a circular region with a radius r = 12 pixels around this ground truth.
False positive is asserted if multiple seeds are detected within a circular neighborhood with r = 12 pixels around a ground truth seed. A false negative is counted if
no seed is detected inside a circular neighborhood with r = 8 pixels around a ground
truth seed. The comparison results are shown in Table 2.2. It can be seen that the
proposed sparse representation with trivial templates outperforms all other methods
except for over detection rate.
Finally, we evaluate the effect of the number of nearest neighbors on the detection
performance. We show the precision, recall, and F1 score as functions of the number
of local neighbors used for sparse reconstruction. We experimented with a set of {10,
25, 50, 75, 100} nearest neighbors. As the increase of the neighbors involved in the
sparse reconstruction, the detection performance is improved. The results are shown
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Figure 2.10: Effect of the number of local neighbors on the detection performance.
in Fig. 2.10(a). Other metrics described above are shown in the bar plots in Fig.
2.10(b) and (c). As we can see that as increase of the number of neighbors used,
the three metrics all improve. This is due to the fact that the more cell templates
are involved the more variation information is captured. Therefore more cells in the
target image can be correctly detected.
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Chapter 3 Conclusion and Future Work

Biology researches and cancer clinical diagnosis usually own much of their power to
nuclei/cell detection and quantification in microscopic images. In this thesis we have
presented two automatic nuclei/cell detection algorithms. One is designed for microscopic skeletal muscle fibers. The other is developed for brain tumor histopathological
images.
In the first algorithm Our approach tackles the challenges in splitting clusters consisting of myonuclei with diverse shapes and sizes using a robust ellipse fitting based
on heteroscedastic errors-in-variables (HEIV) regression, sample and feature selection
by two-stage sparse optimization model, and learning based refinement and meanshift clustering using geodesic inner-distance. The proposed algorithm is resilient to
the variations in nuclear shapes and sizes. The experimental results demonstrate that
this algorithm outperforms many existing state-of-the-art approaches. Previously, it
is very common for a biology lab to analyze hundreds of isolated fibers from various
muscle perturbations, requiring an incredible amount of time- and man-power for
accurate quantification. This automatic approach is an exciting endeavor that can
efficiently and accurately quantify the myofiber adaptation.
In the second part, we have introduced an automatic cell detection algorithm
for locating brain tumor cells in histopathological images. The algorithm splits the
touching cells through computing the reconstruction error of sparse reconstruction
with trivial templates. An image patch aligned to a cell usually can be reconstructed
with the minimal reconstruction error (producing a local maxima in the probability
map). Cell appearance variation among images are tackled jointly by exploiting
target cell specific information and the appearance variation in the cell appearance
dictionary. The proposed approach works well for different images containing cells
with large variations in appearance, shape and scale. The comparative experiments
indicate that our method outperforms the other four state of the arts. The proposed
framework can be applied to cell detection on other pathological images such as lung
tumor images and breast cancer images. The only change is to rebuild a cell dictionary
based on some sample images from a particular disease and choose an appropriate
patch size. We will perform experiments on other applications in the future.

Copyright c Hai Su, 2014.
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